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**Title:** Reyes v. Almanzor: A Case of Tax Assessment and Property Rights

**Facts:**
The factual backdrop of this case involves the petitioners, Jose B.L. Reyes, Edmundo A.
Reyes, and Milagros Reyes, who owned parcels of land in Tondo and Sta. Cruz Districts,
Manila,  leased  for  residential  purposes.  Under  the  then-effective  Rent  Control  Laws
(Republic  Act  No.  6359  and  Presidential  Decree  No.  20),  they  were  prohibited  from
increasing rental rates and ejecting tenants, effectively capping their annual income from
these properties.

In 1973, the City Assessor of Manila reclassified and reassessed the petitioners’ properties,
substantially increasing their tax obligations. The petitioners challenged this move, arguing
that the “income approach” should have been utilized for valuation, given the rental caps.
Their initial  complaint to the Board of Tax Assessment Appeals (BTAA) was dismissed,
prompting an appeal to the Central Board of Assessment Appeals (CBAA). Both boards
affirmed the assessments, leading to the petitioners seeking relief from the Supreme Court
through a petition for review on certiorari, asserting that the “comparable sales approach”
used by the respondents was inappropriate and unjust.

**Issues:**
1. Whether the “Comparable Sales Approach” is valid for assessing properties under rental
control schemes.
2. Whether the Real Property Tax Code mandates the use of a particular approach for
property valuation.
3. The constitutionality and fairness of the tax assessment under the circumstances.

**Court’s Decision:**
The Supreme Court granted the petition, emphasizing that the imposition of taxes must be
in accordance with legal standards and must consider the actual ability of properties to
generate income. The Court stressed that the “income approach” provides a fairer and more
realistic basis for taxation of properties under rent control laws, rejecting the respondents’
preference for the “comparable sales approach.”

1. **Comparable Sales Approach vs. Income Approach**: The Court found the respondents’
use of the “comparable sales approach” inappropriate for properties affected by rental
control  laws.  Given  the  external  legal  constraints  on  possible  income,  the  “income
approach” was considered more fitting for capturing the real value of such properties.
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2.  **Real  Property Tax Code Considerations**:  The Supreme Court  did not  specifically
mandate a singular approach for all property valuations but underscored that valuation
must align with the principles of fairness, reasonableness, and the properties’ actual ability
to generate income.

3. **Constitutionality and Equity**: The decision highlighted the constitutional imperatives
of uniform, equitable, and progressive taxation. The Court ruled that failing to account for
the economic  realities  imposed by rent  control  laws in  tax  assessments  could  lead to
inequitable and constitutionally questionable outcomes.

**Doctrine:**
The  ruling  reinforced  the  principle  that  tax  assessments  should  align  with  both
constitutional mandates and the practical circumstances affecting property value—in this
case, recognizing the “income approach” as a fair method for assessing properties subjected
to rental control laws.

**Class Notes:**
– **Tax Assessment Methods**: Understand the difference between the “Comparable Sales
Approach” and the “Income Approach,” especially in scenarios where property income is
legally capped.
– **Equitable Taxation**: Equity in taxation requires considering the taxpayer’s ability to
pay, emphasizing the constitutionality of aligning tax burdens with actual property earnings.
– **Property Laws intersecting with Taxation**: Be aware of how external legal restrictions,
like rental control laws, affect property valuation and taxation.
–  **Constitutional  Provisions**:  Always  correlate  tax  mechanisms  with  constitutional
imperatives, such as fairness, equity, and progressivity.

**Historical Background:**
This case emerged during a period of stringent government control over property rentals in
the Philippines. The backdrop of martial law, societal reforms, and economic strategies
significantly influenced legal and tax-related decisions. The Supreme Court’s decision in this
case reflects a balancing act  between governmental  fiscal  needs and property owners’
rights, set against a broader context of social justice and equity during a tumultuous period
in Philippine history.


